Advanced Digital Retrofit

Advanced Digital Retrofit
Retrofit your existing x-ray machine including Del Medical,
Universal, AFP, Summit, Sedical, XMA, Vision, Bennett, Quantum,
and others. A complete DR system for lower cost than a CR
system. It can’t be any simpler.

SimonDR DRV-Advanced Retrofit
Direct Radiography System:
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Store more than 50,000 images with industry leading 2 TB of
storage with integrated backup.
Industry leading 24” monitor with 1000:1 contrast and 400
nits brightness.
Installation by highly trained and experienced x-ray specific
service companies. Comprehensive user training is included.
Obtain the best images possible with remote image quality
monitoring for a minimum of three months.
Five no-charge case reads by a board certified Veterinary
Radiologist including a free system quality analysis, provided by
EVETDiagnostics.com.
Enjoy no-charge remote support by a veterinary technician for
two years.
Remote data backup included free for the first three months.
2 year detector warranty.

When we say “complete system,” we deliver image
quality hardware, software, an internationally certified
quality management, and most importantly:
peace of mind.

We stand out. Here’s how:
A veterinary technician standing by 24/7/365.
Easy-to-use and full-featured WhiteCap Software.
All images are reviewed remotely for a minimum of three months
by a Radiologic Technician.
Our servers are built and supported in the USA and come with
industry leading computer systems.
We are within a group of companies founded in 1955 specifically to
service radiology companies.
We are ISO9001 and ISO13485 compliant. An international stamp of
approval has been placed on our quality management system.
Local install and support is available from a nationwide network of
x-ray installers.
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18 megapixel sensor
CsI (TI) conversion screen
4.5 line pairs per mm resolution
Retains movement of tubestand
Sealed-fanless system
Made in the U.S.A.

800.835.3852
www.simondr.com

